
for Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G 

Sleek Protection/

buttons, features and functions work flawlessly. Additionally, a silver-based 
antimicrobial additive is integrated into the case that helps inhibit microbial growth 
and defends the case exterior against many common bacteria. And, Symmetry 
Series is easy to remove and install. Which is great because with all of the colors, you 
need more than just one. From cute and fun to daring and dazzling, Symmetry Series 
is the expressive case that's slimmer than ever, as protective as always
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with Antimicrobial Technology 

Tech Specs /

Product Name: Symmetry Series

Device Compatibility: Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G

Unit Dimensions: 6.75 x 3.25 x 0.54-in | 17.14 x 8.26 x 1.37-cm

Unit Weight: 0.09 lbs | 42.85 g

Languages: EN/FR/DE/ES/IT/PT/JA/KO/ZH/ZHT 

Master Carton Quantity: 24

Master Carton Weight: 4.21 lb | 1960.40 g

Master Carton 
Dimensions: 

13.31 x 6.25 x 8.75-in | 33.81 x 15.88 x 22.23-cm

Retail Carton 
Dimensions:

7.75 x 4.25 x 0.70-in | 19.68 x 10.79 x 1.78-cm

Clear
77-82088

840104249024

Stardust
77-82090

840104249048

Features /
DROP+ | 3X as many drops as military standard (MIL-STD-810G 516.6)
Lasting antimicrobial technology helps protect case exterior against many 
common bacteria
Made with more than 60% recycled plastic
Wireless charging compatible
Thin profile slips easily into tight pockets 
Raised edges protect camera and touchscreen
Case is infused with silver-based additive that continually blocks microbial growth
Choose from a fun variety of colors and designs
Durable protection shields against drops, bumps and fumbles
One-piece design pops on and off in a flash
Hassle-free customer service

It does not protect you or the screen


